Preferred™ 95s & Preferred™ 92s Gas Furnaces
MODELS 925S & 922S

Reliable Comfort Plus Exc
Setting Standards Since 1904
For more than a century, homeowners have
associated Bryant® heating products with the
highest standards of indoor comfort. Through
the commitment and dedication of our product
development and manufacturing teams, we
have consistently met every new challenge
head-on and delivered the products to meet or
exceed expectations. Today, as rising energy
costs and increased environmental awareness
influence consumer thinking, Bryant proudly
offers an exceptional value for high-efficiency
savings and comfort.

A Comfortable Combination
The Bryant Preferred™ 95s and Preferred™
92s gas furnaces provide reliable, lasting
relief from winter's biting chill. And, they can
save on heating costs with exceptional energy
efficiency of up to 96.2% AFUE (925S) and up
to 93% AFUE (922S).

Designed, built and backed by the most trusted
name in the business, and installed by your
trusted and professional Bryant dealer, these
gas furnaces provide the soothing, winter
comfort you and your family deserve.

Preferred™ 95s
Model 925S
Up to 96.2% AFUE

Preferred™ 92s
Model 922S
Up to 93% AFUE

As an ENERGY STAR® Partner, Bryant Heating
& Cooling Systems has determined that this
product meets the ENERGY STAR® guidelines
for energy efficiency.**

As an ENERGY STAR® Partner, Bryant Heating
& Cooling Systems has determined that this
product meets the ENERGY STAR® guidelines
for energy efficiency in the South.**

**Select models only

**Select models only

ceptional Energy Savings.
Peace of Mind
Having a great warranty helps you enjoy
your comfort with confidence. Bryant builds
trusted reliability into every product, then
provides additional peace of mind with
excellent warranty protection.
To the original owner, the Bryant®
Preferred™ 95s model
925S and Preferred™
92s model 922S
gas furnaces are
covered by
a 10-year parts
and lifetime heat
exchanger limited
warranty upon timely
registration of your new equipment.*
Ask your Bryant dealer about extended
service agreements.

Performance

* Warranty period is 5-years on parts and
20-years on heat exchangers if not
registered within 90 days of installation.
Jurisdictions where warranty benefits
cannot be conditioned on registration will
automatically receive a 10-year parts
limited warranty and a lifetime parts
warranty on the heat exchangers. See
warranty certificate at bryant.com for
complete details and restrictions.

HEATS

UP TO

925S

96.2
AFUE

UP TO

922S

93.0
AFUE

As an ENERGY STAR® Partner, Bryant Heating & Cooling
Systems has determined that this product meets the
ENERGY STAR® guidelines for energy efficiency.**

As an ENERGY STAR® Partner, Bryant Heating & Cooling Systems
has determined that this product meets the ENERGY STAR®
guidelines for energy efficiency in the South.**

**Select models only

**Select models only

Comfort-Enhancing Performance
Your home is your refuge, the place you go for comfort – so treat
yourself to a furnace that goes beyond ordinary heating systems to
provide enhanced comfort. The Fan On Plus™ feature lets you select
from three continuous fan speeds with a compatible thermostat so
you can enjoy the whole-home ventilation option that makes you
most comfortable. When paired with an air conditioner or heat pump,
SmartEvap™ technology assists with humidity control by delaying
blower operation long enough to prevent accumulated moisture from
blowing back into your home during the cooling season.

Performance and Peace of Mind
When it comes to performance, Bryant pays attention to the
details that make a difference. Steel cabinet construction,
insulation, a multi-speed blower and induced draft operation
contribute to quiet operation.
In addition, Bryant delivers peace of mind backed by a
commitment to customer satisfaction. From initial design
through prototype testing and thorough reliability assessments
during assembly, we go beyond the industry’s expectations for
quality. Designed, built and backed by the most trusted name
in the business, and installed by your trusted and professional
Bryant dealer, these furnaces deliver the comfort, value and
savings you deserve.

Home Comfort Components
3

1 EXTRA GAS EFFICIENCY

Our secondary heat exchanger extends heat transfer
for higher efficiency use of heating fuel and is backed
by a limited lifetime parts warranty.

Model 925S
Model 922S
5
1

2 ENERGY-SAVING OPERATION

Our boost ECM, an electronically controlled multiplespeed blower motor, provides airflow optimized for
your home’s needs. The blower motor offers higher
efficiency performance than most standard motors.
3 RELIABILITY
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The Bryant Perfect Light igniter is one of the most
reliable and robust available so you can count on
heating when you need it.
®

™

4 INTELLIGENT OPERATION

Our patented furnace control board does the thinking
for you so your family can enjoy comfort and economy.
Just set the compatible thermostat and let our “smart”
electronics do the rest. This advanced control is the
key to the Fan On Plus™ feature, Bryant's adjustable
constant fan function, as well as SmartEvap™ technology, which provides improved moisture control when
paired with an air conditioner or heat pump.
QUIET, DRAFT-FREE COMFORT
5 Our sealed combustion system virtually eliminates

drafts and allows quiet operation by using outdoor
air for combustion.

HYBRID HEAT® Deluxe Heat Pump and Deluxe Gas Furnace System

A Member of the United Technologies Corporation Family.
Stock Symbol UTX.
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Before purchasing this appliance, please read the
important energy cost and efficiency information
available from your dealer.
Manufacturer reserves the right to discontinue,
or change, at any time, specifications or designs
without notice and without incurring obligations.

Model 922S

Model 925S

Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE)
Gas- or Propane-fired forced-air furnace
with a high efficiency motor

Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE)
Gas- or Propane-fired forced-air furnace
with a high efficiency motor

92.1 to 96.2

92.1 to 93
90%

98%

90%

98%

